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Abstract
Time series data classiﬁcation is an important problem and it have number of applications in scientiﬁc environment, activity and
gesture recognition, anthropology, entomology, sports etc. The most of the research community working on time series classiﬁcation
typically testing their algorithms using datasets available in UCR and other data repositories, which contain labeled training data
and test data. But in reality getting labeled time series data is often very difﬁcult and requires some expert help on that domain. But it
is possible to get real time series data with one class label. The possible approach to solve this problem is semi-supervised learning
algorithm with a special distance measure DTW-D, and compared this approach with semi-supervised learning with Euclidean
Distance, semi-supervised learning with Dynamic Time Warping. We showed that our approach is better one compared to other two
approaches, and also explained why other approaches have less accuracy. We demonstrate our ideas on diverse real world problems.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Much amount of research is going on in Dynamic Time Warping from last two decades1,2. Two related conclusions
have been emerged in the community. One, there are number of classiﬁcation algorithms in the literature. The NN
algorithm is particularly suited for unique structure of time series, and particularly all time series classiﬁcations use it.
Second there are number of distance measures for time series available like, Longest Common Sub-Sequence (LCSS),
Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW). DTW is a technique from the dawn of computing, and is exceptionally complex
to beat. And recent research papers conclude that to prove a small improvement in accuracy over DTW require very
powerful statistical tests.
From the last decade almost all data mining, pattern recognition and Machine Learning communities using only
UCR data sets for their research3, to check for similarity, clustering and other functions, because most of the datasets
available with labelled. Where as in real world obtaining labelled data is very difﬁcult, and it requires some domain
expert’s assistance. Example in medical4 ﬁeld to label ECG data we require doctor help, similarly ﬁnance, astronomy
and other ﬁelds.
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Fig. 1. Clustering of two items from trace dataset with three random walks from left to right ED, DTW, DTW Delta proposed technique.
The solution to this problem is semi-supervised learning. However the direct applications of semi-supervised
learning do not work well for time series. In this work we addressed the problem of why semi-supervised algorithms
do not work for time – series problems directly, and also we introduce the how we ﬁx this problem so that how well
the semi-supervised algorithm works for what type of time series data.
Under certain assumptions unlabeled members of a positive class may be closure to some unlabeled members of
diverse negative class than to the labeled positive data. This is true even under DTW. Unlabeled positive data tend to
beneﬁt more from using DTW than unlabeled negative examples. The quantity of beneﬁt from using DTW over ED
is a meta – feature that can be exploited. We illustrate this in Fig. 1 where we show the hierarchical clustering of ﬁve
objects under various measures. Two of the ﬁve objects are randomly chosen examples (red/bold) from class 3 of the
trace dataset. The other three objects are simply random walk time series (blue/light).
Figure 1 shows that Euclidean Distance does poorly here. This is not surprising, since the trace dataset is known
to have classes that contain exemplars that are time wrapped versions of prototypical shape. We see that DTW does
manage to do better, reducing the distance between trace-1 and trace 2. However this reduction is not enough, random –
walk-3 is not close to trace-2, still close to trace-1 only.
Our key observation is that moving from ED to DTW seems to help the true class data more than the random
unstructured data. We can encode this difference/delta that DTW makes with DTWD, the ratio of DTW over ED.
As we see in ﬁgure 1 right, this does produce the correct clustering. Imagine that we had been doing semi-supervised
learning in this dataset using just trace-1 as our sole positive example. For both ED and DTW, the very ﬁrst item we
added to the positive set would have been a false positive, and it would be very difﬁcult for any algorithm to recover
from this. In contrast, DTW-D would have correctly suggested trace-2 as the net item to add and assuming only that
we have good stopping criterion, we would have done very well.
The remaining part of this work is organized as follows, section 2 discuss about related work done in the ﬁeld
of Time series classiﬁcation and semi-supervised learning, deﬁnitions and notations used in this work explained in
section 3, section 4 is about distance measure DTW-D and section 5 contains semi-supervised learning algorithm
and unlabeled nearest neighbor algorithm details and section 6 is experimental evaluation on projectile pointers and
activity recognition data sets, section 7 conclusion and future work.
2. Related Work
From the last two decades an enormous amount of work is one on time series classiﬁcation. Most of the
work/researchers feel that a large amount of labelled training data is available5. In reality the high cost of labeling may
render such an assumption invalid. For example it requires the time and expertize of cardiologist to annotate individual
heart beats in an ECG data trace6, but a single sleep study test my produce 40,000 such heartbeats. Getting unlabelled
data is somewhat easy for example PhysioBank contains over 36000 recordings of digitized polysomnograph and
other physiologic signals only a tiny fraction of which are labelled. Likewise tens of thousands of millions books,
images and maps and historical manuscripts available in the internet, many of which could be mined in time series
space, if only we had more labelled data.
Semi-supervised learning is a learning paradigm useful in application domains in which labelled data are limited
and unlabelled data are fully available7,8. The literature offers a plenty of SSL methods, among which self – training
is the most commonly used. In self – training, a classiﬁer is ﬁrst trained with a small number of labelled data. It is then
used to classify the unlabelled data and adds the most conﬁdently classiﬁed objects into labelled dataset the classiﬁer
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re-trains itself using new labelled set and the procedure repeated until adding the new objects to the labelled set does
not increase the accuracy of the classiﬁer or some other stopping criteria is met.
Some of the SSL techniques specially designed for time series are7–9 Iteratively expand the labelled set by adding
the closest object that is classiﬁed as positive to the labelled set. The classiﬁer considers all unlabelled as negative and
use the Euclidian Distance (ED) has been noted in elsewhere3. Proposed to build a SSL classiﬁer using DTW distance,
althoughmoving from ED to DTW helps to improve the accuracy of the classiﬁer, the algorithm is not enough accurate
still, in most of real time applications. The authors of4 introduced a SSL technique that interleaves exemplar selection
with feature selection, using the work of2 as a starting point. The method of4 improves the SSL algorithm, but still
uses standard distance measures (ED). As such it is orthogonal to our contribution, which demonstrates that a subtle
change in the distance measure dwarfs all possible changes in the algorithms.
In retrospect, only three research efforts on SSL for time series is a surprisingly small number, given that both SSL
and time series classiﬁcation are very popular research topics. In this work we venture to clime that we understand why
progress in this area has been so slow. In brief, we afﬁrm that there is little utility in tweaking the architecture of the
SSL algorithm for time series, as they are all condemned to perform poorly if they use DTW or ED. The contribution of
this work is to show a simple but effective ﬁx that will allow the existing SSLmethods to work very well for time series.
It is important to recognize that we are not claiming a contribution to SSL algorithms per se. Rather we will show that
changing the distance function used in SSL algorithms can produce a remarkable improvement for time series.
3. Deﬁnitions and Notations
Here we deﬁne all deﬁnitions and notations used in this work, for ease of understanding we present notations for
Positive Unlabeled learning (PU Learning), which is the collection of SSL methods that trains a classiﬁer based on the
positive (labelled) dataset and unlabeled dataset only.
Deﬁnition 1. P is a set of training data including all positive labelled objects.
P initially contains a small number of labelled objects from a positive class, as learning proceeds the size of P
increases by some of the previously unlabeled objects in U are labelled as positive and moved to P . Thus P contains
some of the previously labelled objects, as well as the objects chosen by the classiﬁer from the unlabeled dataset.
Deﬁnition 2. U is the set of unlabeled data.
The dataset U contains objects from both positive as well as negative class. Generally we will expect most of the
data is from negative class10. The goal of Semi-Supervised method is to map all objects in U to the correct class so
that classiﬁer is accurately trained with the classiﬁed objects. The classifying process of selecting one object from set
U and moving to set P is done iteratively. So we need to stop this classifying based on some stopping criteria, the
criteria need to predict whether the algorithm added all unlabeled positive objects to set P or not. The problem of
ﬁnding stopping criteria is an open problem, with iterative solution based on MDL, Bayesian information criterion,
bootstrapping10,11 etc. As this issue is somewhat orthogonal to our contribution, we simply glass over it here.
However, note that as we shall show in the empirical section, the difference our algorithm makes completely
dwarfs any consideration of the optimal stopping criteria. That is to say, even if we did a post – hoc discovery of
the optimal stopping criteria for the state – for – art rival, our method would have much higher accuracy for a huge
range of sub-optimal stopping values. For brevity, we do not explicitly deﬁne time series, ED, DTW , which in any
case are rather well known. Instead we use the notation from2, a heavily cited survey paper on these topics. We do
note however the following useful fact, that the ED is an upper bound to the DTW . That is to say, for all x, y we have
DTW (x, y) <= ED(x, y).
4. DTW-D
To explain our observations and our key insight, we taken an example. Let us imagine that we have target class of
objects that are taken as three time series, the instances may be corrupted by wrapping, different damping rates, noise
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Fig. 2. A labeled dataset P consists of single object P1, unlabeled dataset consists of single true negative U1, single true positive U2.
Table 1. The distance measures of three objects P1, U1, U2 in [P,U ] under ED, DTW, and DTW-D.
and minor changes as shown in the Fig. 2, they are unambiguously recognizable to the human eye. In this example the
negative class consists of just a constant line with the same mean as positive class, corrupted by some noise. Suppose
if we ask any SSL algorithm to choose one object from U to add to P using ED as we can see in the Fig. 2 U1 is
much closer to P1 than U2 is, thus our SSL algorithm would do poorly here.
P1 = 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5.
U1 = 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5.
U2 = 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
This is not surprising because of the brittleness of ED to even small amounts of wrapping is well known and explains
the ubiquity of DTW in most research efforts12,13. By ﬁnding the optimal peak-to-peak/valley-to-valley alignment
between two time series before calculating the distance, DTW is largely invariant to warping, as shown in Fig. 2.
DTW helps signiﬁcantly as shown in table 1 but it is not enough, U1 is still close to P1 than U2 is, the SSL
algorithm still picks the wrong object to move from U to P . Why did DTW still not solve the problem? While DTW
is invariant to wrapping, there are other differences between P1 and U2, including the fact that the ﬁrst and last peaks
have different heights.
DTW cannot mitigate this. However, an examination of distance matrices shown in Table 1 does reveal an interesting
fact. Moving from ED to DTW barely changed the distance between P1 and U1, but it did greatly affect the distance
between P1 and U2. We can codify this with the following observation, by examining the distance matrices shown in
Table 1 revel an interesting fact. Moving from ED to DTW barely changed the distance P1 and U1, but it did greatly
affect the distance between P1 and U2, we can implement with the following observation.
Observation 1: If a class is characterized by the existence of inter – class wrapping (possibly among other distortions),
then we should expect that moving from ED to DTW reduces distances more for intra – class comparisons than
interclass comparisons. To see this more clearly, we can consider the ratio of distance under DTW and ED as shown
in Table 1.
If we consider DTW/ED ratios, we ﬁnally have P1 and U2 appear closer than P1 and U1. Table 1 visualizes all
three distance matrices with complete linkage clustering. We need to consider one miner special case. If the ED is
zero then DTW-D would give a divide-by-zero error. Generally we never observe perfect duplicates for real – values
objects. It is natural to ask when this phenomenon actually occurs in the real world. In next section we will discuss our
assumptions about when our ideas can help.
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4.1 Two key assumptions
We do not clime that our ideas will help for all time series problems. In particular, we are making two explicit
assumptions, which we will enumerate and discuss below. We will later show that these assumptions are very often
true in real world domains.
Assumption 1. The positive class (target class) contain time wrapped version of some platonic ideal (some proto
typical shape) possibly with other type of noise/distortions.
Note that this assumption was true of our toy example in Fig. 1. While all members of the trace dataset have some
noise, as shown in Fig. 1, the most obvious variability between instances is in the timing of onset of the “ramp-up”
and the “oscillation” patterns. DTW is able to compensate for and remove this variability. This ability of DTW to
compensate for the inherent warping in this class can produce a dramatic difference in classiﬁcation accuracy. In the
UCR archive dataset the four class trace data set is provided with a 100/100 train test split. The ED error rate on this
data set is 0.24, where as DTW has an error – rate of 0.0. Since the exact same splits and classiﬁcation algorithm
(1NN) were used, and zero parameters are adapted for either approach, all of this difference can be attributed to the
superiority of DTW over ED.
Assumption 2. The negative class may be very distinct, and occasionally by chance produces objects close to a
member of the positive class, even under DTW.
Empirically, negative classes do tend to be diverse. For example, there are only a limited number of ways an audio
snippet can sound similar to a mosquito, but there are inﬁnite ways a sound can be a non-mosquito. Once again this
belief was illustrated by our toy example in Fig. 1. The random walk class is naturally very diverse, and it can produce
an instance that is closer to trace-1 than the other member of the positive class (trace-2). It is our central clime that if
the two assumptions are true for a given problem, our different scoring function DTW-D will be better than either ED
or DTW. As there are basic assumptions, we will next consider when we might expect them to be true.
5. Algorithm Details
Our ideas can be applicable to any time series SSL learning framework, by replacing the DTW or ED calculations
with DTW-D. Here we deﬁne SSL algorithm used in this work. The method is simple but effective ﬁx to problem.
My focus in this work is to demonstrate the effectiveness of our ideas.
5.1 DTW-D algorithm
The proposed distance measure DTW-D12 represented the equation DTW − D(y) = DTW − D(y)/ED(y) + ε.
Where ε is extremely small positive quantity used to avoid zero-by-divide error. We re-iterate that ε is not a parameter
for our system, it is a device to enable terser deﬁnition. The computation of DTW − D(x, y) can be achieved on two
series x and y using one line of code.
Function distance = DTW − D(x, y)
Distance = DTW (x, y)/ED(x, y) + ε
5.2 Training the classiﬁer
The classiﬁer used is a one-class classiﬁer14. The training dataset consists of only one object from positive class;
the goal of the classiﬁer is to accurately extract all positive class objects from the unlabeled dataset15. The data used to
train a classiﬁer is labeled dataset P , unlabeled dataset U . In the beginning there is as few as one labeled object in P .
The classiﬁer trains itself through the following steps.
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Algorithm 1.
Step 1: The classiﬁer is trained on initial labeled dataset, which contains as few as only one object from the positive
class
Step 2: For each object in the unlabelled dataset U , we compute its distance to the labeled dataset using DTW − D.
Step 3: Among all the unlabelled objects, the one we can mostly conﬁdently classify as positive is the object that
is closest to the labeled dataset. The object is added to the labeled dataset and removed from the unlabelled
dataset. The labeled dataset is changed, so we retrain the classiﬁer using updated labeled dataset. The
procedure is repeated until some stopping criteria are met.
The classiﬁcation process is quite similar to the semi-supervised classiﬁcation algorithm. However a more careful
observation revels that they are fundamentally different. The classiﬁer used in16 semi-supervised classiﬁcation is
a binary classiﬁer, with all unlabeled objects regarded as training examples from the negative class, where as our
classiﬁer is a one class classiﬁer with no training examples from negative class. The advantage of this approach is it
makes much more realistic assumptions about how SSL works in practice. In algorithm 1 the training process stops
when an unlabeled data set U is exhausted of true positives by DTW-D.
5.3 Evaluating the classiﬁer
To evaluate the accuracy of the classiﬁer we test the classiﬁer using data that is hidden during the training stage.
The test dataset contains some positive class objects and many other objects. The intention of the classiﬁer is to exactly
extract the all the positive objects from the test dataset. If an instance in the test data set is top k closest to the labeled
data set the instance is classiﬁed as positive otherwise it is negative. K is the count of positive objects in the test dataset.
Thus we can count the number of true positives out of k classiﬁcation. Precision17 is calculated with the following
equation where NPositive denotes the number of true positives among the top k closest instances.
Precision = NPositive/K .
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6. Experimental Evaluation
For all experiments we divide the data into two mutually exclusive datasets. The learning dataset and holdout
dataset
• Learning dataset: The learning dataset is used in the SSL process to train the classiﬁer. It is divided into labelled
dataset P and unlabelled dataset U . The labelled dataset include a single positive example, which is randomly
selected true positive object from the learning dataset. The rest of the objects in the learning dataset are regarded
as unlabelled objects and are included in U .
• Holdout dataset: The holdout dataset are used to test the accuracy of the learned classiﬁer. Objects in the holdout
dataset are hidden from the SSL process.
The performance of the trained classiﬁer can be sensitive to the initial training example. To alleviate this sensitivity
for each experiment, we iterate the training process by every time starting from a different training example.
In particular we allow each positive object in the learning dataset to be used as the starting training instance once, and
average the accuracy of the classiﬁer from all runs. To show the changes in the performance of the classiﬁer as the
labelled dataset P is gradually augmented, we show the average accuracy for each size of P . That is we evaluated
classiﬁer using holdout dataset each time an unlabelled object is added to P . Thus all ﬁgures shown below shows
holdout accuracy.
For each experiment we compared the performance of three different classiﬁers18, the classiﬁer using ED, the
classiﬁer using DTW, the classiﬁer using DTW-D. All three classiﬁers are trained using the same SSL algorithm, the
only difference among them is distance function used. As we shall show by simply changing distance function we can
improve performance of SSL algorithm for time series by the signiﬁcant amount.
6.1 Projectile points dataset
Anthropology offers many interesting challenges to data mining, particularly mining of shapes. Examples of
shapes which anthropologists may be interested in mining include projectile points (arrow heads) and bones, pottery,
petroglyphs. Projectile point’s classiﬁcation is an important topic in anthropology, however labelling of projectile
points type is expansive. In this experiment we ﬁrst convert the shapes of projectile points into time series data using
angle – based methodology. We then train the projectile point’s classiﬁer with a single training example using our
proposed SSL frame work. The Fig. 3 below shows some examples of projectile points used in these experiment two
examples from positive class and two examples from negative class.
For this experiment we randomly select 544 projectile points and divide the dataset into two datasets: learning
dataset with 136 projectile points, out of which 38 are positive objects, 98 are negative objects. And the hold out dataset
with 408 projectile points out of which 114 positive objects, 294 negative objects. We repeated SSL process 40 times
each time starting from a different training example for each run we trained three classiﬁers. The NN classiﬁer using
ED, the NN classiﬁer using DTW and NN classiﬁer using DTW-D, the average performance of the three classiﬁers
over 40 runs for each size of positive objects shown in the following Fig. 4.
The Fig. 4 below shows the comparison results of average accuracy of three distinct classiﬁers, the Nearest Neighbor
(NN) classiﬁer using DTW-D distance, the NN classiﬁer using ED distance, the NN classiﬁer using DTW distance,
the results are spikey, the labelling of positive and negative is somehow subjective. However the superiority of DTWD
classiﬁer over DTW classiﬁer and ED classiﬁer is quite impressive.
The Fig. 5 and 6 above shows the results of the combinatorial experiment. The results shows that DTWD is better
than ED and DTW in both selection and evaluation phases.
6.2 Pamap dataset for activity recognition
This dataset contains data of 18 different activities such as running, rope – jumping, ironing, and vacuum – cleaning
Performed by 9 subjects wearing three Inertial Measurement Units (IMU)19 we choose the activity of ascending
stairs as positive class and the remaining as negative class, besides instead of using three sensors for activity
recognition, we use only the data against the sensor located on the shoe. The Fig. 7 below shows the average accuracy
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Fig. 3. Example projectile points used in this experiment, and
corresponding time series. Left two examples from positive
class and right two examples from negative class.
Fig. 4. The average accuracy of three classiﬁers for different
sizes of P , evaluated using holdout dataset.
Fig. 5. Comparison of DTW-D with DTW and DTW-D With
ED, DTW-D helps the evaluating process by selecting Better
NN.
Fig. 6. Comparison of DTW-D with DTW/DTW-D with
ED; DTW-D helps the training process by selecting better
examples.
Fig. 7. The average accuracy of three classiﬁers for different sizes of P , evaluated using holdout dataset.
of three different classiﬁers when taking ascending – stairs as a positive activity We randomly select 214 positive
segments and 694 negative once from the dataset and divide the selected data into two datasets the learning dataset
with 100 positive objects and 400 negative objects, and holdout dataset with 114 positive objects and 294 negative
objects the SSL process repeated 100 times each time starting from a different training seed. The result shows that the
DTW-D classiﬁer starts form higher base – line and continues to improve over the entire range of values. In contrast
both ED and DTW start from a lower base – line and eventually get worse.
We remind the reader that as with all experiments in this work the three lines in the Fig. 7 based on identical data,
identical conditions and identical algorithms. The only difference is that the distance measure used thus we can safely
attribute all improvement attribute to DTWD. Figure 8 and 9 shows comparison of DTW-D with ED and DTW in the
selection nearest neighbor and selection of better example.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of DTW-D with DTW/DTW-D With ED,
DTW-D helps the evaluating process by selecting Better NN.
Fig. 9. Comparison of DTW-D with DTW/DTW-D with
ED; DTW-D helps the training process by selecting better
examples.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced a simple idea that dramatically improves the quality of SSL in time series domains. We have
conducted our experiments such that all improvements observed can be only attributed to the use of DTWD-D.
Our work has the following advantages: It is completely parameter free, thus requires no tuning/tweaking. It allows
the use of state of the art indexing methods and fast similarity search methods. The time and space overhead are
inconsequential; the coding effort requires only a single line of code to be changed. While we choose a simplest SSL
method to demonstrate our ideas, they can trivially be used with any SSL algorithm. Future work includes revisiting
the stopping criteria issue in light of DTW-D, and seeing other avenues where DTW-D may be applied.
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